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developers make the changes to the code, but not to the
models, thus leaving the models inconsistent with the
implementation of the application. This renders models
practically useless for the further development cycle, and
the invested work to make the models in the beginning a
waste of time and effort [3].
To use the full development potential of the models,
the developers may adopt one of Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) paradigms for the application
development [2]. MDE offers higher levels of models
abstraction, code writing automation, portability,
interoperability and reusability than the programming
languages [4]. MDE development principles propose use
of the models as formal, complete and consistent
abstraction of the applications [5]. From those models,
the developers can generate the target application’s code
automatically. The abstraction improves the development
process by allowing the developers to shift their focus
from the programming languages to the models of the
problem domain [2, 6]. The generation of the complete
code of the application removes manual writing of the
code during the implementation, hides complexity of the
development and improves the quality of the application
and its code [7, 8, 9].
We propose an extendable multiplatform MDE
approach to the development that we call the OdinModel
framework. What sets apart our framework from other
solutions is that it encapsulates common features of three
application’s parts in a platform independent manner. We
can develop the Model, the View and the Controller part
of the application through the one platform independent
model that we call Odin model. Our framework currently
encapsulates common features of Java, Python and
WebDSL [10] applications.
With the OdinModel framework, we write only the
solution specific code, from which the accompanying
Java, Python or WebDSL code the framework
automatically generates. The OdinModel framework
produces the complete code and eliminates the manual
code writing. By using automation through the
generators, we avoid direct work with any tool on any
platform. However, the OdinModel framework
recognizes that the use of the programming languages
and their respective supporting development tools
increases the developer’s productivity by four hundred
percent [11, 12]. In the light of that, the OdinModel
framework combines MDE principles and use of proven

Abstract—We present the OdinModel framework - an
extendable multiplatform approach to the development of
the web business applications. The framework enables the
full development potential of the application’s model
through the platform independent abstractions. Those
abstractions allow the full code generation of the application
from a single abstract model to the multiple target
platforms. The model covers both the common and the
platform specific development concepts of the different
target platforms, which makes it unique. In addition, we can
extend the model with any existing development concept of
any target platform. The framework with such model
provides both the generic and custom modeling of the
complete Model, View and Controller parts of the
application. OdinModel uses existing development tools for
the implementation of the application from the model. It
does not force any development technology over some other.
Instead, the framework provides a hub from which the web
application developers can choose their favorite approach.
Currently, the framework covers the development for Java,
Python and WebDSL platforms. Support of these three
platforms and the extendibility of the framework guarantee
the framework support for any development platform.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) web business applications with the generalpurpose programming languages, like Java and Python,
means that the realization of the domain problem solution
is on the level of the programming language details. This
means that, if we want to develop the same application on
the Java and Python platforms, we outline the one same
solution, yet write the code for it twice, for each platform.
Java and Python platforms have various development
support tools that simplify the development as much as
possible by doing the grunt work for the developers.
These tools, however, produce the code that covers
specific application’s components, while the code outside
those components the developers write manually. These
tools also produce the code only for their target platform.
The
development
with
the
general-purpose
programming languages generally has two main parts [1,
2]. In the first part, the developers create the models of
the applications in textual and diagram forms. In the
second part, the developers deal with the programming
implementation of the models from the first part i.e. code
writing. In practice, the developers give more importance
to the code, than to the models [1, 2]. Consequently,
when there are new changes to the application, the
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development tools with goal to improve the overall
productivity, quality and amount of time needed for the
development process.
With the OdinModel framework, we aim to make the
application development more efficient with the right
level of abstraction. We want to describe solutions
naturally and to hide unnecessary details, as stated in [13].
Since there are many details in the application’s code, we
try to automate everything that is not critical, without loss
of the expressiveness. We show that this concept can work
for Java, Python and WebDSL platforms. Support of these
three platforms and the extendibility of the framework,
guarantees the framework support for any development
platform.
II.

DSM paradigm in the next approaches: DOOMLite [22],
WebML [23, 24], and WebDSL.
The main difference between our OdinModel
framework and the related DSM approaches is that
OdinModel provides the full code generation for the
multiple platforms from the start. Odin model abstracts
not just common features of the applications on a single
platform, as the related approaches do, but common
features of the applications with the different underlying
platforms. Therefore, our model abstracts and covers both
similarities and differences of the different platforms,
which, to our knowledge, makes it unique. Other
significant differences between OdinModel and the
related DSM approaches we present in Table 1.

RELATED WORK

III.

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is MDE paradigm
where the developers rely on the standards, primary
Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Meta-Object
Facility [14, 15]. At first glance, the approaches that
adopt MDA are very similar to the OdinModel
framework. Analyzing works such as MODEWIS [4, 11],
UWA [3], UWE [16, 17], MIDAS [18], ASM with
Webile [19], Netsilon [20] and Model2Roo [1], we
recognize the same ideas as in the OdinModel
framework. However, in MDA approach, the developers
use UML to define the three distinct abstract platform
independent application’s models according to MetaObject Facility principles [11, 15]. With the OdinModel
framework, the developers use a custom modeling
language to define one platform independent model. This
is the key difference between MDA and OdinModel
approach.
Another difference is that UML is not a domainspecific modeling language [21]. Since UML is not a
domain-specific, the developers manually program the
missing domain-specific semantics or use UML profiles,
limited extensions of the language [5]. With the
OdinModel framework, the abstract concepts are domainspecific.
With UML, the models and the underlying code are on
the same level of abstraction [21]. The same information
is in the model and the code i.e. visual and textual
presentation. In contrast, OdinModel’s modeling
language has a higher level of abstraction and each
symbol on the model is worth several lines of the code.
Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) is MDE paradigm
where the primary artifact in the application development
process is the one abstract platform independent model
and the full application’s code generation from that
model is obligatory [2]. In DSM approach, the focus is on
the development in the one specific domain and the
developers specify the domain problem solution using the
domain concepts. In other words, the modeling language
takes the role of the programming language. A modeling
language, which directly represents the problems in the
specific domain, is a Domain-Specific Language (DSL)
[13, 15]. DSL is the integral part of DSM approach, along
with the domain-specific code generator and the domain
framework [2]. The OdinModel framework adopts DSM
paradigm. We recognize the related works that adopt

ODINMODEL SPECIFICATION

The key of OdinModel specification is Odin metamodel. It provides the specification of the abstractions of
the features needed for the development of the Model, the
View and the Controller parts of the applications. These
abstractions are the result of the analysis of all the
development concepts that the developers must define for
each application’s part separately. Odin meta-model is,
essentially, union of these separate abstractions. Since we
focus on multiplatform development, the abstractions
cover both intersection and complement sets of the
development features from different platforms. These two
sets of features are a foundation for the specification of
Odin DSL.
The OdinModel framework adopts the four-layered
architecture of Meta-Object Facility standard. Essentially,
this standard is a specification for definition of DSL [13].
Table 2 shows OdinModel’s four-layered architecture.
Odin DSL, in this stage, provides concepts that are
abstractions of Java, Python and WebDSL features. There
are two types of the features: common for all three
platforms, and the platform specific. The Platform specific
features are important because they allow customization
and do not force the use of the generic solutions.
However, we offer the generic solutions too.
The Model part of the application manages data access
and persistence. With the OdinModel framework, we
encourage the use of the tools, which automatically
manage most of the database persistence. This means that
the Model part of our meta-model only needs to cover the
specification of entities, their attributes and their relations.
Fig. 1 shows our definition of the Entity class. The metamodel class EntityModel is the root class and it contains
the main domain classes i.e. all the other elements of the
meta-model.
TABLE I.
Comparison of DSM approaches
Approach

DOOMLite
WebML
WebDSL
OdinModel
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TABLE II.
OdinModel’s four-layered architecture
Level
M3
M2
M1
M0

Layer
Meta-meta-model
Meta-model
Model
Real world objects

Implementation
Ecore meta-model
Odin meta-model (Odin DSL)
Odin model
Instance of Odin model

The meta-model classes NumberField, StringField,
EmailField, DateField and Fields represent the attributes
of the programming language classes i.e. entity fields. Fig.
2 shows the four types of the fields that OdinModel
framework currently supports. Since the all field classes
have some common attributes, we define those as the
attributes of the super class Fields. We define the specific
attributes of each field type in their own the meta-model
class.
The Class NumberField defines the fields with the
numerical values. This class can define the three types of
the field: ordinary number, primary key and interval of
numbers. When we define the primary key field, we can
also define the type of the primary key generation through
the attribute generationType. The same goes for the
interval field where we can also define the type of interval
through the attribute intervalType.
The Class StringField defines the fields with a string of
characters as a value. It has five specific attributes, where
two of them represent the constraints, and the other three
define the combo box, a special type of the textual field.
The meta-model classes OneToMany, ManyToOne,
OneToOne, ManyToMany and Relations specify the all
four possible types of the relations between entities. The
super class Relations specifies the common attributes of
the relations.
The View part of the applications manages visual
presentation. Through the code generation, the
OdinModel framework provides the default Create-ReadUpdate-Delete (CRUD) user interface forms. The entities
are the base for the generation of the CRUD forms. The
CRUD forms contain the entity attributes as the input or
the output form fields. The OdinModel framework
provides navigation between these CRUD forms, through
the default application’s menu.

Figure 2. Field classes

The OdinModel framework also allows the
customization of the content and the visual presentation of
the CRUD forms and the application’s menu. We can
customize which CRUD operations will be visible on the
forms and their visual style. The visual style covers the
combinations of buttons, links, tables and fields. We
define two meta-model classes with purpose to enable the
menu customization, which we present in Fig. 3.
The Controller tier of the applications manages the page
navigation, the input validation and the operations. The
Odin meta-model specifies two sets of the operations. One
set includes CRUD operations. The other set, which
extends the CRUD set, includes the user’s custom
operations. We define the custom operations through the
custom method classes. Through those classes, we define
the control flow of the operation. We can declare the
variables, assign the values to the variables, define IF
conditions and define WHILE loops.

Figure 3. Custom menu classes

Figure 1. Entity class
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IV.

… left out code …
@Entity
@Table(name = "members")
public class Member implements Serializable{

ODINMODEL IMPLEMENTATION

The OdinModel framework provides the development
environment, which contains Odin DSL, a visual editor
for Odin DSL and the code generators. The developers
through the visual editor use DSL to create the platform
independent Odin model, which specifies the application.
The code generators produce the complete application’s
code from the Odin model.
We now present the implementation of the OdinModel
framework through the case study. In Fig. 4, we display
the Odin model of a Sport center, which has five
persistence objects and covers all four possible types of
the relations between those objects.
The use of the OdinModel framework reduces the
developer's work to the modeling of the domain concepts
that exist in the Odin DSL. The Sport center model has
all that is necessary for the specification of the Sport
center application. Behind this model, there is an
Extensible Markup Language (XML) code, not the
programming language code. The code generators use
that XML syntax to produce the application’s code. In
Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7, we present the generated code
for the Member entity on the all target platforms.
OdinModel generators produce the code from the
symbols, the arguments and the values of the symbols,
and the relations between the symbols. If we make
changes in the model, those generators apply changes to
the all generated files. The generators are extendable.
This means that whenever we define, for example, some
new Java or Python domain concept in the meta-model,
we adapt the corresponding generator. Java generator
ignores Python and WebDSL specifics and vice-versa. In
other words, if we specify the model with Java specifics,
and then choose Python generator, the generator will
generate Python application without problems. The
generated application is ready-to-deploy. In Fig. 8, Fig. 9,
and Fig. 10, we present the CRUD forms, which
correspond to the generated codes.

@Id
@GeneratedValue(strategy= GenerationType.IDENTITY)
@Column(name = "id")
private int id;
@NotNull
@Size(min = 3, max = 30)
@Column(name = "first_name")
String firstName;
@NotNull
@Size(min = 3, max = 30)
@Column(name = "last_name")
String lastName;
@ManyToOne(cascade={CascadeType.REFRESH})
public Section section;
@ManyToMany(cascade={}, fetch=FetchType.EAGER)
private Collection<Course>courses = new ArrayList<Course>();
@OneToMany(cascade = {CascadeType.ALL},
fetch=FetchType.EAGER, mappedBy = "member")
@Fetch(value = FetchMode.SUBSELECT)
public Collection<Membership> memberships;
@OneToOne(cascade = {CascadeType.ALL})
public Detail detail;
… left out code …

Figure 5. The generated Java class for Member entity
class Member(models.Model):
id = models.AutoField(primary_key=True)
first_name = models.CharField('First name',
validators=[RegexValidator(regex='^.{3}$',
message='Length has to be 3 ', code='nomatch')], max_length=30)
last_name = models.CharField('Last name',
validators=[RegexValidator(regex='^.{3}$',
message='Length has to be 3 ', code='nomatch')], max_length=30)
detail = models.OneToOneField('Detail')
section = models.ForeignKey(Section)
courses = models.ManyToManyField(Course)
class Meta:
db_table = "members"
… left out code …

Figure 6. The generated Python class for Member entity
… left out code …
entity Member{
firstName :: String(length = 3)
lastName :: String( )
name :: String := " " +firstName +" " +" " +lastName +" " +" "
//1-1 relation
detail <> Detail
//m-m relation
courses -> Set<Course> (inverse=Course.members)
//m-1 relation
section -> Section
//1-m relation
memberships -> Set<Membership> (inverse=Membership.member)
}
… left out code …

Figure 7. The generated WebDSL class for Member entity

Figure 4. Sport center Odin model
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DSL does not discard the specifics, but it does not force
them either, which makes the Odin model platform
independent, as well as composite. The DSL provides the
developers with the abstract concepts and the platform
specific details.
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